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1. [Zelner fun Tzion]
2. Tfiloh Milchomeh
3. Oshamnu Mikol Om (sic) [Ashamnu Mikol Am]
4. Rachel Mevakeh Al Boneho (sic)
5. Oshamnu Mikol Om
6. Ruchel Mevakeh Al Boneho
7. [Di Naye Hatikvoh]
8. [Foroys, Yidishe legyonern]
9. Rachem
10. Shivisi (sic) [Shiviti]
11. Elokay Nishomo
12. Shomer Israel
13. Acheinu Kol Beis Yisroel
14. Umipnai Chatuenu
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